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Abstract
Open Information Extraction (OIE) is a recent unsupervised strategy to extract great amounts
of basic propositions (verb-based triples) from massive text corpora which scales to Web-size
document collections. We will introduce the main properties of this extraction method.
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1 Introduction

Recent advanced techniques in Information Extraction aim to capture shallow semantic
representations of large amounts of natural language text. Shallow semantic representations
are conceived as an intermediate level in the process of structuring textual information.
In further processes, shallow semantics can be applied to more complex semantic tasks
involved in text understanding, such as textual entailment, filling knowledge gaps in text, or
integration of text information into background knowledge bases.

There is an emerging field in Information Extraction interested in applying shallow
semantics techniques, namely Machine Reading [7], Learning by Reading [4], or Discovery
Information1. In this new field, the different techniques used to perform the extraction are
not bound by a pre-specified schema of information, but rather they discover relational or
categorial structure automatically from given unstructured data using unsupervised strategies.

One of the most used strategies in this new field aimed at discovering shallow semantic
representations is known as Open Information Extraction (OIE). The main goal of OIE is to
extract a large set of verb-based triples (or propositions) from unrestricted text. An OIE
system reads in sentences and rapidly extracts one or more textual assertions, consisting
in a verb relation and two arguments, which try to capture the main relationships in each
sentence [3]. Wu and Weld [13] define an OIE system as a function from a document d, to a
set of triples, (arg1, rel, arg2), where arg1 and arg2 are verb arguments and rel is a textual
fragment (containing a verb) denoting a semantic relation between the two verb arguments.
Unlike other relation extraction methods focused on a predefined set of target relations,
the Open Information Extraction paradigm is not limited to a small set of target relations
known in advance, but extracts all types of (verbal) binary relations found in the text. The
main general properties of OIE systems are the following: (i) they are domain independent,

1 http://www.aha-workshop.de/
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(ii) they rely on unsupervised extraction methods, and (iii) they are scalable to large amouts
of text [6].

2 Basic Propositions

An OIE system extracts different triples (arg1, rel, arg2), representing basic propositions
or assertions from each sentence in a text. Propositions are defined as coherent and non
over-specified pieces of basic information. Consider for example the sentence:

In May 2010, the principal opposition parties boycotted the polls after accusations of
vote-rigging.

An OIE system must transform this sentence into a set of triples:

(“the principal opposition parties”, “boycotted”, “the polls”)
(“the principal opposition parties”, “boycotted the polls in”, “May 2010”)
(“the principal opposition parties”, “boycotted the polls after”, “accusations of vote-rigging”)

They represent coherent and non over-specified items of information organized by means of
three different relations: “boycotted”, “boycotted the polls in”, and “boycotted the polls
after”. Incoherent extractions would be for, instance, the following triples:

(“parties boycotted”, “after”, “accusations of vote-rigging”)
(“May 2010”, “boycotted”, “the polls”)

They are incoherent because, on the one hand, “parties boycotted” cannot be considered as
the argument of any relation and, on the other hand, “May 2010” should not be taken as the
subject argument of “boycotted”.

Examples of over-specified triples extracted from the same sentences are:

(“the principal opposition parties”, “boycotted the polls in May 2010 after accusations of ”,
“vote-rigging”)
(“the principal opposition parties”, “boycotted”,
“the polls in May 2010 after accusations of vote-rigging”)

They are over-specified since both the relation “boycotted the polls in May 2010 after
accusations of” and the argument “the polls in May 2010 after accusations of vote-rigging”
convey too much information to be useful in further semantic tasks, such as semantic
entailment or ontology population.

3 Overview of Different OIE Systems

A great variety of OIE systems has been developed in recent years. They can be organized in
two broad categories: those systems requiring automatically generated training data to learn
a classifier and those based on hand-crafted rules or heuristics. In addition, each system
category can also be divided in two subtypes: those systems making use of shallow syntactic
analysis (PoS tagging and/or chunking), and those based on dependency parsing. In sum,
we identify four categories of OIE systems:

(1) Training data and shallow syntax: The first OIE system, TextRunner [2], belongs to
this category. Two more recent versions of TextRunner, also using training data and shallow
syntactic analysis, are ReVerb [9] and R2A2 [8]. Another system of this category is WOEpos

[13] whose classifier was trained with corpus obtained automatically from Wikipedia.
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(2) Training data and dependency parsing: These systems make use of training data
represented by means of dependency trees: WOEdep [13] and OLLIE [12].

(3) Rule-based and shallow syntax: They rely on lexical-syntactic patterns hand-crafted
from PoS tagged text: ExtrHech [15] and LSOE [14].

(4) Rule-based and dependency parsing: They make use of hand-crafted heuristics oper-
ating on dependency parses: ClauseIE [6], CSD-IE [5], KrakeN [1], and DepOE [11].

4 Evaluation and Conclusions

According to the experiments and evaluation we have performed [10], we showed that the rule-
based systems perform better than the classifiers based on automatically generated training
data. This is in accordance with previous work reported in [6, 5]. Moreover, the systems
based on dependency analysis improve over those relying on shallow syntax (TextRunner
and ReVerb). It follows that it is not necessary to make use of training data and machine
learning strategies to perform open information extraction. We just require a dependency
parser and a set of basic rules transforming the parses into triples.
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